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Precision Industrial Components has achieved an expertise in manufacturing the Split/Cotter pin from the materials 
like Mild Steel, Brass, Stainless Steel Grade 202 and 304, Copper Etc. Our range of mild steel Cotter/Split Pins is 
designed to cater to all the requirements of our clients. Using quality raw material procured from trustworthy vendors, 
we design & fabricate these pins with the diameter of 1.6 mm to 16 mm and the length of 10 mm to 200 mm. Our 
quality inspectors ensure that the pins are uniform in construction and do not have any flaws. The durability of the 
pins makes them widely applicable in industries demanding high performance. These split pins are manufactured as 
per the following standards: 

 

 IS - 549 / 61 

 IS - 549 / 74 (Indian) 

 BS - 574 (British) 

 DIN 94 (German) 

Precision Industrial Components has the experience of manufacturing best cotter pins since past 2 decades. The Brand 
has established a recognition in India as well abroad. 'Precise' brand has the reputation of manufacturing the product 
as per the specification and as per DIN specifications. 
 
We also manufacture Split pins as per the demand of the customers. 
 
'Precise' brand cotter pins/ Split pins have a unique packing pattern which ensures that the material remains rust less 
of maximum amount of time. The 'Precise' pins are packed in the plastic pouch which contains 200 pieces of cotter 
pins and further these pouches are fixed into a corrugated box which is sealed to ensure the quality as well as the 
quantity is delivered to customers are promised and no shortages are encountered ever. 
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Our company procures superior quality stainless steel, aluminium, copper and brass for production of Spring Washer in 
different specifications. These are used in integration of different machine components in a frame. Our fastener 
products are manufactured strictly as per the existing quality norms mentioned for the industry. Key attributes found 
in our entire fastener products are dimensional accuracy, high mechanical strength and excellent stress resistance. 
Our all split pins are offered to the customers at competitive prices. 

Specific properties: 
 

 Anti abrasive finish 
 Dimensionally precise 
 Superior mechanical strength 

Another product in our range is the Metal Spring Washer, which we manufacture as per the specifications of BSS-
1082, ISI 3063, ISI 6735, DIN 127, and DIN 7980. They may be used for single coils, double coils and girder section 
as per the design & construction. Our range of washers are widely used in hardware industries for their applications in 
locking along with all types of nuts and bolts. We also offer these washers in the required specifications of the clients 
using raw material like stainless steel, brass, copper, and bronze. The standard specifications of the washers available 
range from 2mm To 100mm and in inch size from 1/8 To 4 inches. 

Precision Industrial Components has the reputation of manufacturing M.S. and supplying spring steel washers on a 

large scale of all the sizes.  
 
M.S or mild steel washers are supplied in flat and square section, flat section is blackened and square section zinc 
plated. the size ranges from 1/8" to 1" however even the customize sizes as per the demand are also supplied. 
 
Spring Steel washers, we deal in flat section in millimetre and inch both the parameters from 1/8" to 1" and as per the 
consumers' order. 
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Our enterprise is appreciated for manufacturing high quality Mild Steel Plain Washer. These are manufactured in 
total compliance of ISI 3063, ISI 6735, DIN 127, BSS-1082 and DIN 7980 quality standards. Our broad spectrum is 
extensively used in off shore oil exploration, thermal power plants, Petro chemical enterprises and other industries. We 
have developed a robust production facility equipped with the CAD/CAM facilities in order to fabricate our all alloy 
fastener products. 

Key advantages: 

 

 Precise dimensions 

 Corrosion resistance 

 High mechanical strength 

Plain Washer  

We offer a broad array of supreme quality Plain Washer that is designed and manufactured using pristine quality raw 

material, obtained from reliable sources of the industry. This washer is highly demanded in the market owing to its 
easy installation and perfect finish. Offered plain washer is immensely used in earthing systems and plays an 
important role in almost all electrical systems. Apart from this, it is also used in automobile, furniture,  Moreover, we 

offer this Plain Washer in a broad range of specifications to meet the precise requirements of the clients. 

Features: 

 Rust proof 

 Fine finish 

 Easy installation 

 Robustness 
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Roll Pin or Dowel Pin which in German Specification is DIN 1481 is one the products which brand 'PRECISE' is proud to 
introduce in international market.  

Precision Industrial Components produces Roll Pin on large scale and we are even exporters of the same on huge scale 
in international market. Packing is another specialty that we are provide to our esteemed customers. Assorted boxes 
are packed with exact material and perfect quantity as per the demand. However we assure that the product when 
shipped till it reaches the customers remains rust free and for that special process are done under supervision so as to 
make sure that our customers get the exact material as ordered and that too within the committed delivery time. 
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